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Thanks to all our guests that visited us in 2012
and enjoyed all the fabulous weather and fishing
that this summer threw down. From all the staff
at Plummer’s, we really appreciate that you chose
to spend your fishing vacation with us although
we really can’t blame you. There are not many
places left where you can find the raw, unspoiled
beauty that you can while fishing at one of
Plummer’s Arctic Lodges. From the towering
cliffs of Great Slave Lake Lodge, to the volcanic
formations that are the Narquay Islands in front
of Great Bear Lake Lodge, to the magical place
that is the Tree River, there really are no trips like
a trip to one of Plummer’s Arctic Lodges. Nature
as it was. Fishing as it should be. No roads. No
power lines. No problems. You won’t regret
booking another trip with us, but you might
regret it if you don’t. Have a safe winter.

What Our Guests have to say
Grant:
In the past nine years, I have fished Great Slave Lake three times. The
fishing at Taltheilei Narrows has to be one of the best places to fish for lake
trout in the world.
Your operation is first class right from the time you are picked up in Yellowknife. The cabins and the boats are spotless. All the staff were polite and
the meals prepared were delicious. The fresh fruit every morning with
breakfast was a real treat.
It was a nice gesture that the Chef came to every table each night just to
be sure everyone was happy with their meals and Grant standing on the
dock every morning and again at night with a big smile making sure everyone had a great day on the water.
The guides must be the best in the north and believe me when I say this.
My guide for the three trips that I have been on was a young man named
Sean Root. He is by far the best guide I have ever fished with in 50 years
and the shore lunches he prepared were delicious.
The way you operate Great Slave Lake Lodge has to be the best and Grant, I have never seen a spider either.
Sincerely,
John Luff
Newmarket, Ontario.

Dear Grant and Plummer’s Staff:
My father, Al, along with friends, Dean and Jack, decided to join me for a fly-in fishing
trip to northern Canada this summer. They simply asked, “Where is the best place you
have ever been?” There was no need to review notes and stats from 38 previous Canadian fishing trips. I immediately recalled a trip to Plummer’s Great Slave Lake Lodge.
And the adventure at your lodge certainly did not let us down.
We caught 20 pound trophies each day of our stay. In fact, our group of four anglers
landed nearly 600 lake trout in seven days of fishing. Even though this trip didn’t produce the 40 & 50 pound fish that all my past Plummer’s experiences had, it gave me
something even more special; the chance to share the Arctic with my father. Our double
header of 23 & 35 pound Lakers was a memory to last a lifetime. Jack and Dean also
landed personal best catches of 36 & 22 pounds respectively. Some grayling fishing was
done from shore right in front of the lodge with world class fish up to 22 inches caught.
Frequent moose sightings near the lodge was an added bonus to this amazing fishery.
We were well looked after by your professional and caring staff. Our accommodations
and meals were first class. Guides Bob and Dan were relentless in keeping us on big
fish. Their shore lunches were straight out of a gourmet restaurant as a new recipe was
used each day. We enjoyed teriyaki, honey garlic, chowder, stir fry and sweet-n-soured
prepared lake trout. I sometimes wonder why I explore other fishing spots as Plummer’s
maintains its stronghold as the finest place I’ve ever been. As always, there is nothing I
could ask you to improve upon to make the trip any better.
Best Regards,
Seth Saarinen

www.plummerslodges.com

What Our Guests have to say
Why I Am Never Going Back to Plummer’s.
Normally I write a really nice story about Plummer’s and how I had yet another amazing time, etc. etc. Well, that was all fine and good when, at 39lbs, I
held the record between my husband, Ryan, and I for the largest Lake Trout caught
at Plummer’s Lodge, Great Slave Lake. This year, it greatly pains me to admit that
Ryan (finally) outfished me. Although it took 7 years, it still hurts inside, prompting
me to share with you 10 reasons why I refuse to go back to Plummer’s next year:
10. After the trip, I lost a Rock Bass Derby on my local cottage lake because the
Plummer’s ‘Trophy-Lake-Trout-Hook-Set’ that I’ve so skillfully perfected left me
with only fish lips.
9.

After a week of eating amazing shore lunches at Plummer’s, I have not enjoyed
Captain Highliner fillets like I used to.

8.

The in-laws have never forgiven me for deleting the photos from their 40th
wedding anniversary in order to make room on the camera for more pictures of
Lake Trout.

7.

Like fish, my husband always began to smell after a few days on the trip.

6.

On the trip, neither Bob nor my husband ever answered me when I looked at all
my photos of Trophies and asked, “Does this Lake Trout make me look
fat?”

5.

The incredible hospitality of Grant and his staff and the amazing food inevitably
led to a few of my own ‘trophy’ pounds. See number 6.

4.

Since this year’s trip, I have been forced to re-live each and every detail of
how my husband landed a 45 lb and a 49 lb Lake Trout at every party, family
gathering, and stop light.

3.

This year, Bob made me lie to perfectly nice people so as not to give away his
secret spots, making me now stress over whether all fishermen are liars or
whether all liars are fishermen.

2.

I lie awake at night wondering who I am. See number 3.

1.

I will forever be immortalized in the 2012 newsletter as ‘the-wife-of-that-guywho-caught-2-monster-trout-at-Plummer’s’.

PS. Next year’s trip is already booked, and I’m on it. Hey, a girl’s gotta reclaim her
rights to the biggest fish title and prove to her husband that he just got lucky, once.
Ok, maybe twice.
Monique ‘Luck’s-Got-Nothing-To-Do-With-It-When-I-Land-That-Monster’ Lloyd

“A trip to Plummer’s Lodge and Great Bear Lake should be on every angler’s bucket list. Think about it – only 400 people a year get to fish Great Bear
Lake – the fourth largest freshwater lake in North America, and larger than two of the Great Lakes! Its waters are so cold, so pure, so untouched you can
drink the water right out of the lake! Seriously, when you get thirsty from fighting monster lake trout, you just dip your cup right into the lake.
The lodge sits above the Arctic Circle and the only way to describe this
area is pristine and untouched. The lodge is comfortable, the staff is
incredible, the food is delicious, and the guides are very experienced.
The fishing is world class – which is important whether you are taking a dream trip with your family or filming a television show, which
is what I was doing on this trip for Cabela’s Ultimate Adventures TV
Show. The water is so clear you can see fish cruising 40 feet below
your boat. You can fish for numbers or you can fish for monster-size
lakers – it’s entirely up to you. We did both on our trip, catching huge
numbers of 8-20 pound lake trout and then targeting trophy fish – our

biggest of the trip was a 49-lb. behemoth that our guide said could be close to a
100 years old! Of course we released that fish after an exhausting battle that had
me so rattled from the excitement and adrenaline I had to take a break, sit back
and just take in the raw beauty of such an unspoiled place.
Plummer’s Lodge on Great Bear Lake is truly a fishing trip of a lifetime, and I can’t
wait to go back again and again.”
Ryan Wieser
Cabela’s Fishing Senior Product Specialist

Check us out on Facebook @ www.facebook.com/Plummerslodges
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In The Press
TWO LEGENDS OF THE ARCTIC MEET
“Chummy Plummer, I’ve been waiting
35 years for you to stop by and you
finally made it, have a seat”, were the
words spoken by Bern Will Brown as he
stepped out on his porch last summer
in Colville Lake, Northwest Territories,
to greet Chummy Plummer.

In the Arctic, flying a float plane may be
like driving a car, and to drop in on a
neighbor or friend a few hundred miles
away is not uncommon. Chummy’s
busy schedule throughout the summer
at the lodges had never enabled him to
take the time to visit Bern Will Brown
until then.
“We first met on Great Bear Lake in
1970, when Bern dropped in at the
lodge on Great Bear,” said Chummy.

Chummy, the longest operating Lodge
owner in the Arctic, started guiding
at Plummer’s Great Slave Lodge at
Taltheilei Narrows in 1956 when he
was 13 years old. His Grandfather and
Father first came to the Arctic in 1935.

Bern Will came north in 1948 from Rochester, NY as a young Roman
Catholic missionary.

As “Father Brown” he served his church and parishioners in almost every
part of the Northwest Territories. In addition to his religious duties,
Father Brown performed routine medical work such as delivering
babies, sewing up axe cuts and pulling teeth. He also has been a fire
warden, dogcatcher, storekeeper, postmaster and newspaper editor. In
1962 Father Brown was sent to Colville Lake, just north of the Arctic
Circle. Famed for his character and for his artistic abilities, Bern Will
Brown is also a world-renowned artist and didn’t give up his pilot’s
license until the age of 87.
Chummy Plummer had his pilot’s license at 15, before he was eligible
for a driver’s license, has spent his life in the Arctic. He personally built
the two jet runways that can handle 727 and 737 jets at the Great Bear
and Great Slave Lodges. Not a cent of government money - just endless
hours, days, and years of work. The reality show “Ice Roads” has nothing
on Chummy. He moved the Great Bear Lodge and all 20 buildings, 150
miles over the frozen tundra from Conjuror Bay to its current site today

on the Dease Arm with a small crew in 1968.

Another year was spent picking a smooth spot 10 miles out on the
Arctic Ocean on Tree River to land the Herc to bring a small grader and
cat from Great Slave. Chummy recalls, “After parking the equipment at
the proposed site for the airstrip at Tree, we had to walk to the top of
the mountains out to the ocean because of the unexpected flash floods
created by the heat wave that spring. We had to go to the top of the
mountains to jump over the beginning of the creeks, keep going up high
to where we could jump across the rapidly flowing streams caused by
the spring run off. Eustace Bowhay, our DC -3 pilot and I trekked about
8 miles until we got back out onto the Arctic Ocean where we had our
185 on skis pick us up.”

Over the years Chummy and his guys would make their own ice roads to
Bear Lake to haul in the fuel. The motors of the trucks had to run 24/7
to keep them from freezing up. All of this in the days long before satellite
phones or GPS to keep you connected with the outside world.
Both Bern Will and Chummy have seen and experienced many things
in the Arctic and witnessed many changes as well. The two legends sat
on Bern Will’s porch that fine summer day reminiscing about a simpler
time when men came to the
Arctic looking for stories and
adventure - when it was up to
only them to etch out a living
in the North’s beautiful yet
unforgiving environment. It
was a meeting of two Arctic
Legends that won’t soon be
forgotten.

www.plummerslodges.com

In The Press
PIKE HEAVEN
Heading back to the lodge after yet another day of remarkable Pike
fishing on the Whitefish River, my fishing partner and I decided this was
not the time to turn our backs to the wind, so we spun our seats around
so we could watch the splendor of Great Bear Lake unfold in front of us
as our boat cut a path across the glass-like surface of the water.
Facing into the wind can be both exhilarating yet at the same time
peaceful as the pure, sweet
Arctic air envelops all of your
senses. Following several
minutes of contented silence,
my partner leaned over and
said, “If this it what heaven is
like, then it’s where I want to
go when my time comes.”

Often times as soon as your lure hits the water there is swirl followed by
a splash and then it’s game on. They will also lie in ambush until you are
just about to pull your lure out of the water and then appear seemingly
out of nowhere, like some demonic apparition with the intention of
pulling you and your gear right out of the boat - perhaps never to be
seen again.

The big Pike are particularly
adept at this type of ambush
maneuver, and my heart
always beats a little faster each
time I’m about to pull my lure
out of the water, particularly
when I know that the big boys
are on the hunt.

Under the circumstances
I didn’t have the heart to
suggest that it was going to
take a lot more than a simple
request to get him an invite
upstairs, but wishful thinking
notwithstanding, I knew just
what he meant.

As mentioned, the Whitefish
River is likely Great Bear’s best
and most prolific Pike fishery.
The river meanders across the
tundra for over 90 kilometers
and empties its murky waters
into the southwest corner of
the Smith Arm at the bottom
end of Bydand Bay.

Great Bear Lake is not on
most people’s radar because
The
furthest
we
have
of the Pike fishing. The “Bear”
traveled upstream is about
is famous for it’s giant Lake
6 kilometers, and while
Trout, which have been known
we caught a few fish, the
to exceed 100 pounds, but the
majority are found within the
Pike fishery on Great Bear
2 kilometer stretch upstream
will hold it’s own with other notable Pike hot spots throughout North of the mouth or on either side of the weed lined channel that extends
America.
approximately ½ kilometer into the main lake.
We have rarely caught less than 100 Pike on any given outing and our 2
best single day catches were 188 and 151 fish respectively. As for size,
while they usually average between 5 and 10 pounds, we have caught
more than our share over 20, including one really big “gator” that tipped
the scales at 32 pounds.

The 188 and 151 fish days were on the Whitefish, and on one of our
slowest days – where we only managed to catch about 60 –the first 5
were between 20 and 32 pounds.

The places where Pike tend to congregate in numbers can be best
described as transition zones. While the lake itself features deep, clear,
cold and relatively unfertile water, Pike areas tend to be fairly shallow,
loaded with weeds, the water is stained and at least ten degrees warmer
than what the lake has to offer.

On the other hand, if you would like to catch an early glimpse of what
heaven just might be like – for Pike fisherman anyway – just amble on
over to Trophy Lodge on the Smith Arm and see for yourself.

Great Bear Lake is not a one trick pony. It offers multi species trophy
fishing, and while Lake Trout is and will likely remain the fish of choice
Although the Whitefish River is arguably Great Bears premier Pike for most fishermen, if the
fishery, the Crockeche, Katseyedie and the aptly named “Pike” Rivers,
all of which are located on the Smith Arm, are not to be over looked. I Trout fishing slows down there are plenty of trophy Grayling and
would venture it’s safe to say that between them we have caught well Whitefish to be found in the shallows along the shoreline or in the small
creeks and streams that empty into the main lake.
over 2000 of these toothy critters over the past 20 years.
Harold Ball

Because of the temperature differential it’s not uncommon
to encounter patches of fog where the rivers empty into the
lake. It’s as though you are entering a very different world
and I’m willing to swear that I have heard the theme music
from Jaws softly playing in the background upon being
enveloped by the fog on more than one occasion.
Without exception Great Bear Lake Pike have a serious
attitude problem. They don’t simply hit lures, they attempt
to obliterate anything you toss their way. Spoons, stick baits,
buzz baits, big flies or anything else you may have lying
around in your tackle box, no matter, if you offer it up they
will try to kill it.

To say you would be well advised to keep your hands
inside the boat at all times is neither an exaggeration or
understatement. I once dipped my boat towel into the water
to give it a rinse and ended up having a tug of war with a 5
pound Pike that came up from under the boat and managed
to get a death grip on the towel. In this case I was able to haul
both towel and pike into the boat, but if that fish had been
a twenty pounder they may have had to pull me out of the
water.

Check us out on Facebook @ www.facebook.com/Plummerslodges

Guides Corner
NICK’S STORY
Growing up I’ve had a lot of ideas of what I wanted
to do when I grew up and how I’d make my mark in
the world. I would fantasize about being a marine
biologist, a fighter jet pilot or a soldier. But as the
years passed by, I still wasn’t able to find my place
in the world. I tried different jobs and met some
great people but I knew that nothing was long term,
and that I would be moving on to a new path in life.

This is now my last week up at Plummer’s Arctic
Lodges and I can honestly say, it has changed my
life. I was warned before coming up here that I’d
never be the same after coming here and now I
understand what they meant. Great Bear Lake
consumes and haunts you. Aside from being one
of the most incredible places on
earth, the people I work with here
are incredible. We all come from
different backgrounds and grew
up differently but we all appreciate
what it means to be up here. It’s
truly a group of misfits who don’t
really fit in the urban society, with
a few exceptions of course. If you
weren’t meant to be up here, you
won’t last the summer. There’s a
sign in front of the docks that is
so fitting for all of us up here. It
reads, “We’re all here, cause we’re
not all there.” Guests get a kick out
of it but they don’t understand
the meaning behind it. Everyone
working up here has a screw or
two loose and you need to be not
all there in order to do what we do.

Over the past couple weeks, I’ve had
some great conversations with my
guests and most don’t understand
why we’re all up here. They have very successful
careers or own their own businesses, and some
have a lot of money. They say they love what they
do and when they ask me what I want to do with
my life, I’ve said without hesitation, I want to fish.
I’ve received mixed reactions from that including,
“Oh you’re still young.” And I replied with, “For the
first time in my life, I know in my heart that this
is what I was born to do. I wake up, look out from
my deck at Great Bear Lake, take a deep breath, and
start my day. Every moment I get to spend up here is
like living in paradise and I belong here.” My guests
were great and understood what I was trying to say,
although I know they didn’t quite get what I meant
and they probably never will. Even the shore staff
here can never really understand the life of a guide
and what it means to us. It’s a pretty special career/
lifestyle that most guides plan their lives around.
“It’s certainly not your typical nine to five job. Our
office is our boat, our workplace is the water, our
board meetings are on the dock, our stationary is
a menagerie of hooks, our lunch break is cooking
shorelunch, our commute is by float plane or by
boat, and our agenda’s are always the same, we’re
here to fish.”

So far my experience has been like a life high.
Everyday has been a brand new adventure. You
literally cannot even try to predict what you may
experience that day. I’ve had the opportunity to fish
some incredible areas of Great Bear Lake and camp
out in the Tundra for five days and fish a lake that
only gets fished for one week a year. The nature
here is mind-blowing! It is truly an untouched
Arctic paradise. Muskox, caribou, grizzlies, moose,
peregrine falcons, loons, giant lake trout, world
class grayling, fire engine red arctic char; I feel like
David Attenborough is going to step around the
corner at any moment and start saying, “Deep...in
the Canadian Arctic...” I’ve caught myself a few times

not appreciating my surroundings and where I’m
living. Then a cow moose snaps you back to reality
when she explodes through the water at 6:30 in the
morning when you walk outside out of your cabin.
Or when you go collect firewood and see the pack
of wolves along the road. You realize that there are
very few people in the world that get to see stuff
like that everyday.   
Great Bear Lake is like nothing I’ve ever experienced.
It is enormously vast, jaw-droppingly beautiful, and
absolutely unforgiving. Any minute when you’re
out on the lake you have to be prepared to spend
the night or a week with your guests, stuck on an
island, weathered in. The weather and the waves can

come out of nowhere and force you to seek shelter.
It’s what we deal with everyday and I love it. It
keeps us guides on our toes and constantly keeping
a sharp eye on the horizon. The lake creates the
weather for the surrounding area and
there’s no weather reports for here.
It’s up to the guides to determine and
decipher what the weather is going to
do. Watching for distant fronts, any
wind changes, and whispy “mare’s
tail” clouds, can help you make a split
decision to stick around and chance
it, or bug out and play it safe.
The people up here couldn’t be better.
It’s so funny that such a big group of
misfits could get along so well and all
share a lot of the same values. There’s
an unwritten rule here that everyone
helps everyone. You have just had
a long day on the water guiding,
you’re soaked, covered in fish slime,
wind burnt, and just want to go lay
down, but you see one of the girls
carrying boxes across the yard and
without even thinking about it, you
automatically go help. Even when you
have a day off and one of the planes
comes in, you jump up, help dock it,
and unload the aircraft. It’s such a
great culture here and everyday I
come in from guiding, I can’t wait to
get back together as a group to share
how our days went, good or bad.
So far the fishing has absolutely
blown me away, and has ruined
fishing for Lake Trout and Grayling
for me. I have no ambition at all to
fish for Lake Trout back home. When
you can come here and land over 60
fish in a day or be lucky enough to see

www.plummerslodges.com

or net a dinosaur, trophy lake trout, nothing else
comes close to comparing. And, when you’re on
the water, there’s a haunting feeling, knowing that
at any moment, there could be a world record lake
trout swimming under your boat. Great Bear Lake
is one of the last major fisheries in the world that
can absolutely change your life in just a few days
of fishing. You don’t realize it at first but it gets into
your soul. When someone asks you what it’s like,
you literally cannot put it into words or even start
to explain your experience.

I definitely can’t deny that it’s hard knowing
that we’re now on our last week and we will all
be parting ways in just a few days. I’ve had the
opportunity to create some lasting
friendships with some truly
unique and incredible people. I’ve
stayed up until 5am having heartto-heart conversations, I’ve been
a shoulder to cry on, given hugs
when someone’s in need, I’ve been
keeled over, face-soaked in tears
from laughing so hard, and shared
quiet moments staring out at the
incredible sunsets. It’s going to
be difficult saying goodbye after
spending two months together. I’m
just trying to enjoy every day and
every moment as best I can. I know
that when we’re all back to our
“normal” lives we’ll be able to look
back and have a summer’s worth
of stories and memories to tell our
friends and families. I know all of
us are getting to the point where
we know the end of the season is
all too near. Attitudes are changing
and despite it all, when it’s all said and done, there
will be no hard feelings, only good memories.
“We’re up here, cause we’re not all there.”

Guides Corner
HI DAD
Hi Dad,

Happy Birthday from Taltheilei Narrows.
Sending a message is so easy now. Not like the
old days. Having internet in camp is so civilized.
At least, the having internet-part is civilized.
We had a crazy blow roll through today. Oh
man, what a day.

over the stern it’d been Garnet’s boat we
travelled home in. What an unhappy commute
that would have been.

This fish had started in 17 feet of water as I
toiled North against the shore, but peeled line
so fast the other guy on the Port side couldn’t
get his lure out of the water fast enough, so I
stopped waiting. In retrospect, that might’ve
You’d be interested to hear that one of my Guests been rude, but I jumped to action. Seeing brass
caught a nice fish just off the point of Grandpa’s through the few remaining strands on the reel,
old camping spot before the wind picked up and I threw the tiller and punched the throttle
scared us ashore for lunch. We hid for a while, in chase of the other guy’s line. “Hell with it,
but it didn’t lie down. I’m working with Garnet I gotta’ chase this one, boys!” I said, knowing
again this week.
After
sore-lunch
(that’s not a typo),
Garnet and I did the
old non-verbal eyecontact and nod to
each-other that we’d
stick close together
while inching our
way
home.
We
fought the North
wind and waves, and
simply could not get
into a lee. Impossible
task. We hugged the
wall as we laboured
North, trying to get
back to camp.
The water got so big,
I told my guests to
troll because I could
go little faster. When
it stacks up like that,
there’s no safe way to do anything but take it
at right-angles. Like most of life’s troubles, I
suppose. The swells were obscene, piercing
them with the bow at times when at the bottom
of a tough, but trying to avoid a breaker over
the stern. We had the luxury of travelling with
the grain though, but I had to keep at eye on
the back of my head for once in a while a big
wave chased and threatened to break over
the transom. There was a great deal to pay
attention to. My guests’ faces usually betrayed
what approached from behind. What a day.

the 33 pounder look like a grayling. In truth,
the fight did just that. Deep down, I already
knew what was about to happen to us, hoping
against hope that I was wrong.

But unlike all the most common fish stories,
this one will forever stand erect because we
caught him! We were the proud fighters of a
sixteen pounder hooked in the dorsal fin. What
a shame being right can be. It sure was a riot
though, despite the disappointment of being a
foul hook. Had there not be a gale at the time, it
wouldn’t be worth remembering. This hilarity
made us friends for
life even more-so
than the 33 pounder
an hour earlier. What
a memory! Having
good sports in the
boat makes the
job easy on roughwater days. It was an
emotional highlight
of this long season.
Who’d have thought
it?

By the time we got
back to camp, the
beach was eroded
out from under
the boats, 7 boats
were swamped and
submerged,
the
otter dock was been
sheered away from
the shore and all
I couldn’t chase at 45 or 90 degrees. 180 or we could do was watch the breakers crash. I
Nothing!
landed elsewhere, around the back in view of
So now the lines are crossed, which I somehow the lodge and went had a rum and some laughs
dealt with when the empty lure finally came with Garnet in his cabin while waiting for it to
up, and I straightened that out while never lay down.
letting go of the tiller. The fish pulled left, right, What a rodeo.
straight down, and circled the boat like a Coho.
Insert all-manner of retardery here. I could Anyway, it’s funny that we found another over
belabor the drama, but won’t. Three grown 30 today and my highlight was a stupid foulhook job on a fish I didn’t even take a photo of,
men giggling and swearing.
but that’s the day. We have some work to do
At one point the line went under the boat and I tonight getting things to put back together now
had three huge waves bear down on us. There that the wind has laid down now though. Back
may have been a way to save the line and the to work I guess… Argh!
boat, but in the moment, I couldn’t think of
one. I told Wilf to dip the tip and keep reeling I hope all is well at home and that you too are
while I swung the bow back into the swells having some laughs these days.
and throttled back, “Watch your balance” as I
Sean
counted off the three huge swells so he could
focus on maintaining tension on
the rod tip, now underwater. As
the boat ascended swells and
descended into troughs, I angled
the line out from under us, and the
fish somehow was still there when
I was done my pivot.

My guest who caught a spectacular 33 pounder
off Grandpa and Grandma’s point, had horsed
us for 20 minutes, but was eventually landed,
weighed, photographed and released without
anyone going for a swim or my swamping the
boat. He’s a good fisherman and I was able to
keep the bow into the swells. That helps. Then
once the weather had really started kicking up,
the same guest, Wilf, hooked something with
roughly the same horsepower as a submarine.
At least, in comparison to the 33 pounder, we
assumed it must be a submarine. Having it so
fresh in his memory, I knew what he thought
he had hooked. The fight felt all wrong to me,
and I was suspicious.
And on it went for a half hour.
Three grown men laughing like
Oh man, the mayhem was hysterical though. lunatics, chasing a fish in a washing
You’d have loved it! We were laughing through machine. Twice it almost robbed us
the whole circus, asking each other what of all the line. By now, I could drag
the hell was happening as we pitched and the story on and on, include the
rolled, Garnet slowly creeping up on us from gong-show going on in the boat,
a kilometer or two maintaining his own troll. the hollering, the laughing and all
I had to keep the bow into the weather, ‘cause the assertion that this fish made
had I allowed any one of the swells to break

Check us out on Facebook @ www.facebook.com/Plummerslodges

Guides Corner
OLD BAG IN THE CORNER
By Larry Willett
My buddies avoid my seat on the boards
For every meal that we have in camp,
And the young guys help me push out my boat,
In the mornings down the slip-way ramp.
The young fellows save the cigars they receive,
And always bring them back to the shore,
From their boats after supper
To my seat by the radio room door.
They’ve named a place on the lake for me,
A landmark they all must pass,
And I wonder now, just how long
This connection with me will last.

For now I stagger under the shore lunch box,
When I carry it to my boat’s cuddy.
Yet sometimes I feel it lifted from me
And stowed away by a younger buddy.
And I don’t suggest any fly out trips,
Nor an overnight stay at some bay.
Nor a thirty mile steam to a sure hot-spot,
Nor a trip on a dark, windy day.

I’m exempted now from the air cargo hold,
“Leave the bags for a much younger man!”
And the firewood run is no longer my job
But I help out the cook when I can.

And far places that took me years to learn,
Using maps, and compass and nerves.
Are now fished by new guys with a GPS,
Whilst they stare at the fish shaped like curves.
They’ll never have to tail Jimmy D or Reg Starr
For miles in the Arctic’s strong glare.
Just a couple of numbers, two tanks of gas,
And unless there is ice they’ll get there.

So it’s easier now for me to retire,
To accept someone else has my boat.
To wish them success when they’re on the water
And not whine, nor be jealous nor pout.
Yet I still can’t unpack my old dirty bag,
With its pliers and long fillet knife.
For as long as it sits there, all set to go,
They attest to an old bush guide’s life.

Blackened Cajun Lake Trout
Step 1: Catch a shore lunch fish.

Step 2: Fillet said fish while guests prepare fire.

Step 3: Roll the fillets in a fine grain Cajun spice (Not the salty grain). Add just enough oil to cover the
bottom of the pan (pan should be on a slight angle, as you need half the pan to sear). Add a Toonie size
glob of butter to exposed side of the pan. When
hot, throw in a few filets in to the oil. Wait five to
ten seconds then flip them onto the butter side
of the pan and press down on the fillet with the
flat part of the spatula for about ten seconds then
remove and serve.
Little chunks of trout are more work, but are spicier due to more Cajun surface area. Try one or two
chunks at first. Make sure the guests have cold
beer in their cooler to wash it down…
Man I love this dish…
Scotty Orr

www.plummerslodges.com

Smile and Memories

Here’s a photo for the eighties that we thought was worth sharing.
Wayne Gretzky, Doc Cameron, Ken Taylor and Bill Wilson boarding the DC-3 bound for Tree River.
Who knew that Wayne was called “The Great One” because of his inimitable hat selection!

Check us out on Facebook @ www.facebook.com/Plummerslodges

CHUMMY’S THOUGHTS

Packages for the 2013 Season

As I sit here reflecting on the summer that just passed, and all the
others that have gone before this
one, I can’t help but think how lucky
I am that I’ve been able to spend the
last 54 summer’s up at Great Bear
or Great Slave Lake. When I think
of all the great people whom I’ve
met over the years, all the smiles
and laughter that I’ve been a part
of, I’m glad to know that a fishing
trip to the Arctic is not something
that is just on my “Bucket List”. This
is a term I’ve heard for most of my
life, and I’m telling you, there is no
time like the present to make the
most of life’s opportunities, and that
includes doing things on “The Bucket List”. If a trip to Plummer’s Lodges is on your “Bucket List”, I advise you to book
early, because the “Bucket List” trip is always full.

Trips for our 2013 summer season will begin on Saturday, June 29 and our last trip will begin August 17th.
Trips into Great Bear Lake will be one week running
from Saturday to Saturday and trips into Great Slave
Lake are your choice of three, four or seven days. Of
course, we will make every effort to customize trips to
fit your schedule. Our rates for 2013 are:

See you in the north.
Chummy

Family Week at Plummer’s
Lodges
Great Bear Lake:
August 3rd – August 10, 2013
Great Slave Lake:
July 27-August3, 2013

Great Bear Lake Lodge – Seven Days
Trophy Lodge – Seven Days
Neiland Bay Lodge – Seven Days
Great Slave Lake Lodge – Seven Days
Great Slave Lake Lodge – Four Days
Great Slave Lake Lodge – Three Days

$4995
$4995
$4995
$4495
$3395
$2595

These packages include air transportation to and from
the lodges from Yellowknife, all meals prepared and
served to you, lodge accommodations, daily maid service and fully guided fishing. (One professional fishing
guide for every two guests.)
Musk Ox Hunt Aug 17 – 24, 2013 Great Bear Lake
Lodge
We will once again be offering a Musk Ox hunt at Great
Bear Lake. Spaces are very limited for this one week
of hunting and price includes all necessary Otter flights
to get to the hunting grounds. $10000 per person.

This is our seventh year offering family
week and it continues to be a success.
We still fish two fishermen to a boat,
but one family member gets a 25%
discount. Bring your parents, bring your
nephew or niece or take a grandchild
along to share the joys of a Plummer’s
Lodge adventure. You could even bring
your spouse along for the trip!

Fly Fishing Week

www.plummerslodges.com

Aug 10 – 17, 2013 at Great Bear Lake
Lodge and Tree River

20th Annual Dental Seminar at
Trophy Lodge on Great Bear Lake

Spend two nights at the Tree River and
receive a remote grayling flyout for the
package price of $5995 per person. It is
a perfect time for fly fishing as the lake
trout are starting to move back up onto
the shallows of the spawning shoals and
the Arctic Char are showing their glorious
red colors as well!

July 6th – July 13th, 2013
Join hosts Dr. Terry Donovan and Dr. Dave Halle as
they head the 20th annual dental convention at Trophy
Lodge. Participants will earn continuing educational
credits in the remote Smith Arm of Great Bear Lake.
Your spare time will consist of catching monster Lake
Trout, as well as graying and pike. Priced at only
$4695 for a full week of guided fishing with space
limited to only 30 participants, this will book up early.
Check us out on Facebook @
www.facebook.com/Plummerslodges

